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This paper considers the idea and the first test results of a combined cycle plasma torch (CCPT) application for flame holding in high-speed combustors. The CCPT was developed by Applied Plasma Technologies (APT) and is based on a low-power transient discharge plasma pilot [1] with fuel or air-fuel mixture feeding into the arc chamber, so that the main thermal effect is provided by chemical reactions in a plasma-activated medium.

The physical mechanisms of an air-fuel composition processing by electrical discharge for the combustion enhancement are well described during the last few years [2-7]. Two areas are the most important: Molecular kinetics modification (heating, plasma-chemical excitation, active particles generation); and the flow structure control to create local zones of intensive mixing and extended time of the mixture residence. Fig.1 below presents several schemes of the PAC (Plasma-Assisted Combustion) concept’s realization in lab-scale tests.

Fig. 1. Experimental schemes of the plasma assistance in high-speed combustion. Red color represents fuel injection, blue – air flow, green – electrical power supply

Two schemes in the first column are quite typical. The first scheme of premixed composition ignition is used in model tests and at theoretical analysis of non-equilibrium plasma effect on the flame propagation [8-9, for example]. The second scheme presents so called “plasma torch” generation for the fuel ignition [5, 10-11]. Torch location can be different: Torch upward, downward, in a cavity, and so on. We consider such a scheme as ineffective due to high power losses and too long a path of excited molecular gas to the zone of interaction for completion of a relaxation. It has to be noted that not only these schemes were tested but others as well. Numbers of interesting works were published, especially with RF and MW types of the plasma excitation.
Two schemes were supposed to avoid the heat loss: (1) the electrical discharge generation just in place of interaction with fuel, and (2) using a small amount of extra fuel as an additive to feedstock gas to increase thermal power of a plasma torch in place of interaction with fuel (active pilot flame). The first approach was tested in [12, 13] and shows exciting results. The forth scheme was tested in the present work.

The experiments were conducted in a short-duration blowdown wind tunnel with closed test section at Mach number $M = 1.99$ and static pressure $P_{st} = 100 - 400$ Torr, duration of steady-stage operation 0.4-0.8sec, and typical air mass flow through the duct about $G \approx 0.2$-1.0 kg/sec. Test section dimensions were 72*60mm or 50*20mm. The experimental set up has been equipped with a Schlieren system with short time exposure, high-speed video camera, a set of fast-response pressure transducers, a spectroscopic system, photo-sensors, current-voltage sensors, thermo-sensors, etc. The air mass flow rate through the plasma generator was $G_{1\text{air}} = 0.3$-3 g/s, the fuel mass flow rate $G_{1\text{fuel}} = 0.1$-1 g/s. The operation modes permit regimes with combustion or partial fuel conversion [14]. The CCPT, engineered and manufactured by APT is shown in Fig.2.

![CCPT with fuel feeding into the arc chamber in operation.](image)

Preliminary test results in the explored configuration can be summarized as follows: (1) The main fuel injected directly to $M = 2$ airflow can’t be ignited by only an electrically powered plasma generator ($W_{pl} = 1$ kW); (2) small addition of HC fuel into the plasma igniter ($W_{pl} + W_{comb} \approx 5$ kW) sufficiently increases efficiency of flame holding. In some regimes an extra power release was detected due to the main fuel combustion in the high-speed flow. Based on obtained results we can consider such a scheme as very promising for high-speed combustion enhancement.
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